ABSTRACT

Currently, one of the major bottlenecks in digital design is synthesis. Each iteration of a design takes several hours to synthesize, putting pressure on designers to carefully consider when to submit jobs and wait for the delayed feedback. This delay is especially important in FPGA emulation, when synthesis is performed frequently while fixing the system functionality. This work proposes LiveSynth, a different approach for digital design with relatively quick feedback after small, incremental changes. Our approach delivers results with close-to-optimal quality—within a few seconds of processing time in most cases. LiveSynth was able to improve synthesis time by about 10x with minimal impact on QoR.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Synthesis is tedious and time consuming, especially during the timing/power closure cycle. Designers wait several hours for relatively small design changes to get synthesis results. We propose a different workflow that allows the designer to trigger synthesis results very frequently as the design is being modified. Most of the time, providing accurate results takes seconds instead of hours. This results in quick feedback to further optimize the design without degrading quality. Our proposed flow is an incremental synthesis flow on steroids.

Traditional synthesis flows contrast with the rapid development techniques popular in software engineering [9]. While most software engineers would consider hours of compilation unacceptable, this is the de-facto expectation in synthesis. Even though the EDA industry has been trying to address the problem of long synthesis times [1, 12], the current standards are either not fast enough or depend on manual interactions that often degrade design quality.
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We expect designers’ productivity to improve with an interactive synthesis environment. Our vision is of a “live” flow, where designers know right away how the change will affect Quality of Results (QoR). The flow is divided into two parts: an interactive, low-effort part, and a background high-effort part. The interactive aspect gives “live” feedback (within a few seconds) with good accuracy but not necessarily fully optimized designs. The background process has a slow turnaround time and optimizes the design while the human works in the next set of changes.

This flow allows more iterations per day, helping reduce the time for timing/power closure. Since iterations are fast, the designer can make more changes, and thus it is easier to track the impact of each change in the design. If the change did not positively impact QoR, it is easy and cheap to undo the change and proceed in another direction. In our vision, synthesis is triggered as the designer types or saves the file (as long as it is possible to parse the design). This guarantees small enough increments while avoiding the undesirable old habits of experienced designers. When there are no pending incremental small jobs, a background high-effort synthesis runs to improve the design quality. This background process aims to remove imperfections inserted by the live flow, thereby slowly improving the design implementation.

To support this development model, we propose LiveSynth, an incremental synthesis framework that provides results in a few seconds to half a minute. We target under 30 seconds because that is the time that the short-term memory lasts in humans. LiveSynth targets the front-end flow, and can be applied to ASICs and FPGAs. Our focus in this work is FPGAs. Major FPGA vendors already support incremental [1, 13] place and route steps that could be leveraged by our flow. LiveSynth is independent of the baseline tool.

Triggering synthesis over the whole design is widely adopted in industry and academia alike. Nevertheless, usually, at a given iteration, a designer is focusing on one small portion of the circuit. In traditional synthesis, even if a small portion of the design is changed, logic synthesis and placement are triggered for large blocks and require hours to complete. This is due to two main reasons: tools are not designed for incremental synthesis, and inter-module optimization has a significant impact in QoR.

We focus on highly optimizing the sub-region and triggering re-synthesis only when necessary, and not over the whole design. LiveSynth divides the design into multiple regions with invariant boundaries, i.e., regions whose boundaries’ functionality has not been changed during synthesis. These regions are smaller than user defined modules on average. When a change is made in the RTL description of the design, the synthesis flow needs only to find which regions were touched and replace them with the newly synthesized netlist.

Even though the each region is highly optimized, this process is much faster since the region is kept small. To be able to maintain QoR, especially delay, if part of the critical path is within the
region, the neighboring regions are also included in the high effort synthesis. Special care is given to the case where multiple instances of a module exist in the design. If the region frontiers are within the module, the region can be optimized alone, which yields a faster process. In the case where the region frontiers are outside the module, each instance must be dealt with separately.

The LiveSynth flow includes a setup phase that performs a regular synthesis of the whole design and also finds invariant regions, which are used as incremental grains for the Live phase. When there is a change in the RTL, LiveSynth finds which regions were affected and synthesizes only them. The algorithms are designed so that LiveSynth does not traverse the whole graph. Even a linear algorithm would not be competitive with our synthesis timing.

Our results show that LiveSynth is able to reduce synthesis time by about 10x on average, but with high variation. LiveSynth is consistently faster than any of the previous approaches. Also, we only observe delay degradation in only a minority of design changes, and only with small magnitudes (<3%). Our main contributions are:

- First incremental synthesis flow that allows inter-module optimization
- Interactive synthesis methodology with fast feedback
- Incremental synthesis flow that is independent of a specific synthesis tool

2 RELATED WORK

An interactive synthesis flow was first proposed almost 30 years ago [8], motivated to improve timing closure in digital design. The authors claim that the flow needed under 30 minutes to evaluate relatively large designs (for the time), but could compute the effects in frequency of a small design change in only a few seconds of CPU time. Although the main motivation was timing analysis, the result is largely an incremental (though manual) synthesis flow. The whole circuit is kept in memory while the designer applies small changes to it.

More recently, incremental synthesis has been revisited. Dehkordi et al. [6] propose an incremental synthesis flow that partitions the design into regions that are synthesized independently. After a change, only the partition is re-synthesized. Due to the artificial partitioning, there is a significant hit on QoR depending on the parameters choice. Since a single set of parameters is not applicable to any design, the utility of the approach is limited.

Cheng and Singh [4] propose a line-level incremental synthesis flow that is implemented coupled with the Altera synthesis flow. Since this flow has access to internals of the synthesis flow, it is able to keep track of changes during the synthesis flow and reduces the setup overhead observed in our approach. The final proposal also incurs in the elaboration of the whole design at each change and launches the synthesis over the full design. Our approach is more efficient, since it reduces the amount of work both in the RTL elaboration and in the final synthesis. Our approach can also be used with different synthesis tools without accessing any code.

Another approach is presented by Brand et al. [2]. The main target is to reuse most of the logic, especially late in the design cycle. The motivation is that large changes in the netlist would greatly disturb the back-end synthesis, which is undesirable right before tape-out. Our approach does not look into minimizing the size of changes as much, since we are focusing more on the timing closure cycle. We also observe that this approach has a large area overhead, since the unused logic is kept in the design to reduce the impact on the implementation.

3 LIVESYNTH

LiveSynth works by creating an implementation for a modified RTL specification, utilizing as much as possible from a previous implementation for the original specification. Incremental flows rely on partitioning the design into regions that will be independently synthesized. Then, re-synthesis can be triggered in each region when a change occurs. Early flows depend on user-defined partitions, which are usually dependent on hierarchy and not optimal, since partitioning has an important impact on synthesis quality [6].

LiveSynth automatically defines regions of a few thousand gates that are used as incremental grains. To reduce the impact on QoR, LiveSynth finds invariant cones, i.e., regions whose functionality do not change during synthesis. Intuitively, these cones define the regions across which no further optimization is possible (or necessary) during the initial synthesis. Although this is not always the case, these regions are a good starting point for the incremental phase of the synthesis. This is better than relying on a rather arbitrary hierarchical division, since it is well known that inter module optimization plays an important role in design optimization.

LiveSynth (Figure 3) is built on top of third-party tools. A setup pass is performed right after the initial synthesis to determine equivalence between specification and implemented netlist. This pass could be removed by integrating equivalence tracking into the synthesis step itself [4]. Still, since it is only executed once, the overhead from this pass is not a big problem.

3.1 Incremental Synthesis

Any incremental synthesis approach looks into applying changes in the RTL specification of a design to an existing implementation. Conceptually, this process involves 4 netlists:

- Spec0 and Spec1 are the netlists after elaboration (and before synthesis) for the original (Spec0) and modified (Spec1) RTL. We refer to these as elaborated netlists.
- Impl0 and Impl1 are the synthesized netlists for the original (Impl0) and modified (Impl1) RTL. We refer to these as synthesized netlists.

The objective of incremental synthesis is to create Impl1 that implements Spec1 by utilizing as much as possible from Impl0. In LiveSynth, Spec1 is not fully generated: only the modified files will pass elaboration, whereas the remainder of the modules are inferred from Spec0, since they did not change.

To avoid the need of arbitrarily defining incremental regions, which was shown to degrade synthesis quality [6], LiveSynth first synthesizes the entire design and then finds regions that can be used for incremental synthesis.

3.2 What size should the blocks be?

Partition size has a major impact on synthesis time, especially because synthesis time is not linear with design time. LiveSynth targets a “few seconds” synthesis time. To achieve that target, we need to define what design sizes would be feasible. To better understand how synthesis time varies with design time and thus define our target partition size, we perform a preliminary experiment. We synthesized different modules of different sizes in two synthesis tools, a commercial tool and Yosys [11], to evaluate how blocks of varying sizes would affect synthesis time (the synthesized blocks were sub-sets of our benchmarks, explained in Section 4). Since we are mostly interested in small blocks, we do not scale to large sizes.
In these simple experiments, we observe that synthesis time varies super-linearly with design size\(^1\). Nevertheless, for small designs (under 5k gates) there is little variation in design time, whereas for designs too small (\(< 1k\) gates), most of the time is consumed in tool overhead, which would be wasteful.

This data suggests that the \(1k\) to \(5k\) gates size offers a decent trade-off between amount of work done and runtime, and therefore, LiveSynth aims to use design partitions in this range.

### 3.3 What should constitute a block?

The choice of partitioning strategy has a major impact on synthesis time, area, and delay in incremental synthesis flows [6]. Choosing modules as blocks would prevent inter-procedural optimizations, and thus is not a suitable approach due to degradation of QoR [6]. Chen and Singh [4] propose a flow that triggers re-synthesis in the totality of the design after the modified region is included into the original design. Although this technique yields very good results for both area and delay, it comes at a relatively high cost in runtime.

In some designs, the incremental synthesis takes as much as 77% of the original runtime. This penalty is due to the necessity to pass through the whole design at least once.

LiveSynth takes a different approach. We want to maximize design quality at the same time that we reduce the synthesis time. LiveSynth uses the concept of Invariant Cones to take advantage of the idea that further optimization is not possible (or needed) within the boundaries of that region. Our definition of Invariant Cone is not tied to module boundaries, and thus leverages intra-module optimizations. Since LiveSynth does not artificially define partitions, the QoR impact is substantially reduced.

Functionally-Invariant Boundaries (FIBs) [4] are the endpoints of invariant cones. A FIB is a net in the design whose functionality has not been changed during synthesis. This function is necessary, but the way it is calculated is unimportant. Global inputs and outputs are (always) FIBs. A change due a “don’t care” condition is considered a functional change and thus, the node is not a FIB.

In the example in Figure 2, the synthesis process may change the implementation of the logic function \( f = !((a + bc)) \) to \( f = a!((bc)) \). In this case, there are two Invariant Cones: \( \text{fib}_1 = bc \) and \( \text{fib}_2 = !a!\text{fib}_1 \). Note that internal nodes in \( \text{fib}_2 \) presented logic changes and thus do not constitute an Functionally-Invariant Boundary.

\(^1\)Note that other factors, such as target frequency, technology node, and synthesis flow, may also affect synthesis time and were not considered, since they are considered to be constant throughout this paper.
changed file passes elaboration, and the modified netlist is structurally compared to \textit{Spec0}. The structural comparison (\textit{Netlist diff}) only matches the portions of the netlist that are identical in their logic structure, and thus has linear complexity with the module size \cite{4}. The main goal of this pass is to identify which Invariant Cones have been changed.

The final incremental synthesis region can include multiple cones. This is because a single code change may affect multiple cones, due to the overlapping nature of cones. This is depicted in Figure 4, which shows a single gate change in a design that affects two Invariant Cones (marked with the dashed ellipses).

After \textit{Netlist diff}, the extracted netlist containing all the modified Invariant Cones is synthesized. Then, the resulting netlist replaces the equivalent Invariant Cones in the original synthesized netlist. Note that only the small region that was modified is synthesized during the \textit{LiveSynth} step, which is a key factor for synthesis speed.

\subsection{Setup phase}

The main goal here is to find FIBs and which gates belong to each cone, as well as to how many cones a given gate belongs to. By knowing which gates belong to each cone, we avoid traversing the whole design when a change is made. Also, since cones may overlap, we only remove a gate from the design when it belongs to zero cones.

Since the structure of the logic changes during synthesis, it is not sufficient to simply compare the netlists. Thus, we rely on SAT solvers to compare the elaborated and the synthesized netlists. To reduce the search space, we assume that the synthesis flow has kept user-defined net names unchanged (except for appending instance names), which we have observed in all 5 flows tested (commercial and open source)\footnote{It is fine to miss some equivalency between nets, this only would increase the size of regions, but would not jeopardize the method as a whole.}. We then compare the function implemented by each of the logic cones. To account for retiming (i.e., changing of flop position) that may have occurred during synthesis, we just count the number of flops between each pair of FIBs. Although our results show that this is a very long step, it only needs to be performed once (prior to the execution of the flow), so this is not a huge problem. Also, this time could be mitigated with better integration with the synthesis flow to keep track of FIBs \cite{4}.

\subsection{Live phase}

After setup, the \textit{LiveSynth} flow enters an interactive phase that provides designers feedback within a few seconds. This \textit{Live} phase consists of cycling through three steps each time a designer makes a valid change.

The \textit{Netlist diff} step finds which portions of the netlist have changed. We compare the modules that have been changed (identified by system time stamp) of \textit{Spec1} with the original modules of \textit{Spec0}. We traverse the netlist, starting at each FIB and going backwards, until a new FIB is found. If a difference is found, we mark the cone for synthesis. If the traversal does not spot a difference in the netlist, we ignore that region.

This structural comparison is fast since it only matches logic that is implemented in the exact same way. Note that to make this search fast, we assume that nets with the same ID are equivalent. Then, the search itself is responsible for proving that the two cones are structurally, and thus, functionally identical. The ID is the concatenation of instance names and the net name in the leaf instance. This allows for uniqueness of identifiers.

During \textit{Netlist diff}, we also keep track of which gates are part of the cone, and thus we know which gates need to be synthesized when \textit{Netlist diff} is done. The process is depicted in Algorithm 1.

\begin{algorithm}[h]
\caption{Netlist diff algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\Procedure{diff}{FIB old, FIB new}
\State \textit{diff\_cone} $\leftarrow$ Set.new
\State \textit{same} $\leftarrow$ same\_operation(old.op,new.op)
\For{idx gets 0; idx $<$ new.fanin.size; idx++}
\If{! is\_fib(fanin(new,idx))}
\State \textit{diff\_cone}.append(fanin(new,idx))
\State same $\leftarrow$ same & diff\_fanin(old.idx),fanin(new,idx))
\EndIf
\EndFor
\State \Return \textit{[same, diff\_cone]}
\EndProcedure
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

\subsection{Algorithm}

After \textit{Netlist diff}, the marked cones are extracted from the context of the design, and synthesized on their own (Figure 5) in \textit{Partition Synthesis}. We carefully set nets as inputs and outputs to this new design to avoid them being optimized away. Since the block being synthesized does not necessarily begin and end in flops, we set input and output delays according to the ones reported in the original synthesis. This forces the synthesis to account for the delay of the logic that was not included in the block. Timing constraints are also set in accordance with the original design.

After the delta synthesis, the resulting netlist needs to be reattached to \textit{impl0} to create \textit{impl1} in the \textit{Netlist stitch} step. Also, any unused nets need to be removed since synthesis will not be triggered over the whole design. Thus, we first inspect each gate in the original Invariant Cone and decrement its counter, removing from the design any gate that reaches the count of zero (Algorithm 2).

This procedure is sub-optimal for area, since it may result in redundancy. This overhead is small for each synthesis increment, but may accumulate over the course of multiple changes. However,
3.4.3 Dealing with delay degradation. To reduce delay penalties, when a critical path crosses the boundary of the changed region, the neighboring region is also included in for synthesis. This increases the runtime, but reduces delay impact on the final circuit. Another possibility would be to extend the partition definition, so the critical paths always lie within a region. One option not explored here is to trigger a second incremental synthesis when there is frequency degradation, however, it is not possible to know if the degradation is due to the flow or the change introduced.

4 EVALUATION SETUP

LiveSynth was implemented in Ruby 2.3 on top of Yosys, a tool based on ABC [3], targeting Xilinx FPGAs. Placement and Routing were done using Xilinx Vivado 2014.2. QoR results are reported after routing. We compare QoR with full synthesis for each change. LiveSynth runtime is compared with with LLIR [4] and Rapid Recompile from Altera Quartus-II 2016.2. The experiments were run on 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2689 CPUs at 2.60GHz, with 64GB of DDR3 memory, ArchLinux 4.3.3-3 server.

4.1 Benchmarks

We utilized three benchmarks: in-house Floating Point Unit (fpu), the open source MIPSfpga microMIPS core [7] (mips), the OR1200 RISC core [10] (or1200). To choose the benchmarks, we looked for open source benchmarks, possibly with public access to versioning control, that were large but would fit commercial FPGAs.

4.2 Change insertion

To emulate design changes, we inserted code changes to the benchmarks, using define statements. The changes can be divided into random synthetic, commented out code, and repository diffs.

Commented out code was used when available, following the method proposed in [5]. The same principle was applied to repository diffs when available. We looked for commits in nearby dates since we target small code changes. Commits that added entire modules or sub-systems were not considered. The idea of using commits from repositories tries to mimic “real-word” work.

To increase the number of changes, we also use synthetic changes. We used a pseudo-random number generator to select a file and a line of code. Then a change was made around that line. Changes include flipping bits, inverting conditions in if statements, inverting

Algorithm 2 Netlist stitch algorithm

1: procedure STITCH(Impl0, new_gates, old_gates, gate_count)
2: for all gate ⇥ old_gates do
3:   gate_count[gate.id]–
4:   if gate_count[gate.id] == 0 then
5:     remove(Impl0, gate.id)
6:   end if
7: end for
8: for all gate ⇥ new_gates do
9:   insert(Impl0, gate.id)
10: end for
11: end procedure

Figure 6: LiveSynth improves the synthesis speed by an average of \(\approx 10x\) compared to a full synthesis. Each bar shows minimum, maximum and first, second and third quartiles for (1) LiveSynth, (2) LLIR and (3) Quartus. Values higher than the y-range are reported next to the bar. The order of concatenations, changing constant, changing expressions, and switching between constant and wire.

The numbers of changes per benchmark are: fpu (32), mips (32), and or1200 (20). Our experiments start with all changes deactivated, and each change is incorporated with respect to the original run, independently of other changes. The only restriction on the changes inserted is the ability to synthesize the design. Changes can be single- or multi-line but always affect a single file and module. However, a changed module can be instantiated multiple times.

5 EVALUATION

We begin our evaluation by showing the overall speedups achieved by LiveSynth and prior approaches for our benchmarks. Then, we provide a detailed runtime breakdown which allows us to better understand how time is being spent during LiveSynth. Finally, we provide QoR results to show the quality differences between a full synthesis and the incremental synthesis techniques studied.

5.1 Overall Results

Our experiments show that LiveSynth was able to reduce synthesis runtime by 10x (median value) when compared to the full synthesis (Figure 6). In absolute numbers, this means a reduction from around 40s to around 4s in LiveSynth, but only to around 20s when using LLIR. For Quartus-II, the reduction was from around 120s with full synthesis to around 45s in the incremental version. We note that LiveSynth only launches synthesis when the code change affects the elaborated netlist, which is not always the case.

Quartus-II has an almost flat improvement in synthesis time of around 2x, which is surprising due to the nature of the compilation. Since there are not many details on the implementation of the flow available, it is not possible to understand why this behavior occurred. Both LiveSynth and LLIR have large variation in the speedup results, which is expected since each change to the RTL has a different impact in the final design.

5.2 Runtime breakdown and Setup time

We also report the runtime breakdown of LiveSynth. The longest step of is the setup phase, results shown in Table 2: Finding FIIs is in general slower than the full synthesis, but as mentioned, this is not a huge problem since it is only performed once before design changes are made. We also emphasize that this could be mitigated with better integration with the synthesis step [4] by implementing the flow in a faster language such as C++.
Table 2: LiveSynth requires a setup phase once per design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Synthesis Time (s)</th>
<th>Find FIBs (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fpu</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mips</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or1200</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: LiveSynth spends most of the time finding the difference between two designs. Synthesis time is around 10-40% of the total time depending on the benchmark.

Figure 8: In most of the test cases, LiveSynth delivers the same frequency as a full synthesis. In the few cases where there were degradations, the hit on delay was around 4.5%.

The runtime breakdown for the incremental step is shown in Figure 7; a considerable amount of time is spent in finding Netlist diff (50-90%, depending on the benchmark). LLIR (not shown) uses 60-90% of the time in re-synthesis on average (across benchmarks). This is because LLIR requires a pass over the whole design for synthesis, which even if no work takes place. We note that the algorithm was implemented in Ruby, and runtime is expected to improve by a few times just by switching to a more efficient language such as C++. Stitch is not visible on the plot since it only takes a few milliseconds. Although LiveSynth requires a setup step, this setup is only executed once (before changes are inserted), and then multiple incremental synthesis steps can be performed without the need for running setup again.

5.3 QoR degradation

Finally, we investigate the QoR after LiveSynth. Some losses are expected due to the nature of our approach. Our results were compared against the regular synthesis of the full design and show that for most of the design changes, there are no degradations in delay. The maximum delay degradation was around 4.5% due to the incremental flow. Figure 8 shows the distribution of frequency degradation per change for each benchmark. In some cases, we observed a slight increase in frequency, but since it comes from noise in the synthesis tool we do not report it.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Slow turnaround time for synthesis is one of the main bottlenecks in hardware design productivity. We believe that an interactive synthesis flow is possible and would reduce design time by allowing faster iterations between code changes and results.

We present LiveSynth, an incremental synthesis flow independent of specific tools. LiveSynth leverages natural invariant boundaries to reduce the impact of splitting the design into regions while minimizing the impact on QoR. LiveSynth minimizes the amount of work that needs to be done by: 1) only elaborating RTL files that were changed by the designs, and 2) avoiding launching synthesis over the whole design. When a critical path lies within the boundaries of the incremental region, LiveSynth includes neighboring regions to reduce the hit on frequency.

Our results show that LiveSynth is able to reduce synthesis time by an average of 10x. We also show that LiveSynth has small impact on delay (frequency) for only a few design changes but always smaller than 5%. Our future work will look into partitioning blocks further and applying disjoint decomposition techniques that can split a block without compromising QoR. This should improve runtime in larger blocks observed in some of the benchmarks and thus further improve our results. We also want to leverage incremental placement and routing already present in FPGA flows.
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